We present a new Monte Carlo algorithm applying a history-driven mechanism for the calculation of the density of states for classical statistical models. With the new method, detailed balance is naturally satisfied in limit and the estimated density of state converges to the exact value. The new method could be easily evolved into the multicanonical method to achieve high accuracy.
trial move from energy E 1 to E 2 could be accepted according to the Metropolis-Hastings transition probability:
where R(H) is a certain function of the histogram and the core of the history-driven method.
Starting with a random initial guess, the history-driven simulation goes like:
and the density of states that is in priori unknown could be estimated as:
Certain correlation between the states generated in near sequence is necessary for a historydriven mechanism to take effect. if, otherwise, the generation of a new state is completely independent to the history of the simulation, there wont be any history-driven mechanism.
If R(H) is fixed during the simulation, Eq. (2) describes the well known multicanonical simulation. A simple history-driven mechanism is the multicanonical recursion [7] . For example, the entropic sampling [4] adopts recursive periods of multicanonical simulations:
Starting with a random initial guess, such as R 1 (H) = 1, the transition probability is to be updated at the end of each period using the histogram accumulated from that period:
To make the method practical, the histogram is initialized to be H i (E) = h 0 ≤ 1 at the beginning of each period [14] .
In practice, each period of the entropic simulation must be long enough so that a useful working estimation of the density of states could be obtained for a final long run to achieve high accuracy. However, the long periods also slow the updating of R n (H) and reduce the efficiency of the simulation in sampling the targeted energy range, hindering the application of this method to a relatively large system. A more timely updated transition probability could drive the simulation to go through the energy range faster. Obviously, the limiting case of doing this is to update R(H) right after every single MC move. With this single-move multicanonical recursion, Eq. (5) turns into:
where H(E) is the histogram maintained throughout the simulation and f > 1 is a modification factor. (Note that H i (E) = h 0 initially and
the only trail move of the i th period, so
. Similarly,
is visited.) This is nothing but the transition probability used in the well-known WangLandau (WL) algorithm [5] , which is actually a limiting case of multicanonical recursion [8] .
With a properly chosen modification factor, usually f = e = 2.71828, the WL algorithm is very efficient in sampling throughout the energy range, conquering the probably dramatic energy landscape of the system. As noted before, e.g., [12] , the estimation of density of
(note that the WL algorithm results into a flat histogram) dose not converge to the exact value with a fixed f . High accuracy could also be achieved for the WL algorithm by doing "global updates" to R(H) recursively (in addition to the "local updates" that are taken after every single move):
where f n is carefully reduced every time the histogram H n (E) is flat enough. To avoid saturation of errors, we use the ln(f ) = 1/t scheme [12] for the WL algorithm in comparing with the new method in the rest of this paper.
Not confining to the multicanonical recursion, we may go back to Eq. (2) and ask that whether other form of R(H) could be found as an effective history-driven mechanism to achieve high efficiency and accuracy. We find that R(H) =
a is a fairly good choice, where a is properly chosen power index. Applying the new method, the simulation goes like:
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Detailed balance is naturally satisfied in limit and the histogram converges to:
In other words, the density of states could be estimated as:
which converges to the exact value without any extra efforts of doing global updates.
According Eq. (9), a sufficiently large power index a should be used to make the histogram relatively flat and achieve efficiently sampling throughout the targeted energy range. A simple choice of a is to make exp(a) to be about the total number of configurations of the system as that ensures a flatness of Furthermore, we test the efficiency of the new method for a traveling salesman problem (TSP) consisting of 100 cities. For 100 points ("cities") randomly distributed within a 1 × 1 square, the distances (E in this problem) of the shortest and the longest cyclical path connecting the 100 cities found after different simulation efforts are given in Tab. I. Trail moves proposed by [11] are used and the path length is binned into bins of width 0.01 for the maintenance of H(E) in the simulation. Fixed value of f = e 10 and a = 100000 is used for the WL and the new method, respectively. We repeat the tests for several different randomly generated distributions of the cities and find similar results as shown in Tab. I.
Again, the new method is as efficient as the WL method.
With the muticanonical method being a special case (a = 0) of the new method, the latter shares many characters of the former. First of all, the errors of the estimated density of states do not saturate even without doing global updates (i.e., with a fixed power index a). So the new method could be useful for the estimation of the density of states in the cases where global updates are prohibited or not so feasible. For example, both the WL simulation [9] and the new method simulation could be used to find out the energy space and the possible energy entries of a system, which, in most cases, are not theoretically known as is the case of Ising model. For this purpose, the parameter f or a shouldn't be reduced during the simulation, and the new method is superior to the WL method by providing an estimation of the density of states that converges to the exact value. Moreover, the histogram resulted from the new method is not necessary to be flat. Actually, with a proper guess of g(E), the histogram could be roughly designed for various purposes.
The new method is also closely related to the WL method. Given the well known result of the harmonic series that for H(E) → ∞, 
Comparing to Eq. (6), we can see that only a small modification to the WL algorithm is needed to implement the new method, i.e., instead of doing ln g(E) ← ln g(E) + ln f , we do
for the local updates. The histogram H(E) must also be maintained throughout the simulation, but with negligible calculating effort. Also, we see that the the power index a here is an equivalent of the modification factor ln f in WL method. Actually, for the 2D Ising model, we find that the fluctuation of the histogram is proportional to If a better estimation of the density of states is available, a smaller power index a could be used to achieve high accuracy with reduced simulation effort. For example, using the
for the 2D Ising model (where n is the total number of spins and M the magnetization), a could an order of magnitude smaller than that needs for the initial guess g(E) = 1. So we can reduce a recursively when better estimation of the density of states is available after a period of simulation and eventually turns the simulation into a multicanonical one. We here propose a scheme of global updates of R(H) that results into both high efficiency and accuracy. After the first period of simulation that samples the targeted energy range, we update the transition probability R 1 (H) =
where b ⊂ [0, 1] is a modification factor. The histogram H(E) is maintained throughout the simulation and whose value at the end of the n th period is H n (E). In general, after the entire energy space is sampled by a period of simulation, the following global update is taken,
where
and J after applying the global updates, the new method is as accurate as the 1/t WL method. In Fig. 2 , we also show the specific heat C(t) calculated from the g(E) for the 1024 × 1024 Ising model, which are obtained from simulations of the same length but applying the new method or the WL method. Again, the new method is as accurate as the 1/t WL method. We also point out that the global update scheme we proposed here is even more easily realized than the 1/t scheme in the WL method as no calculation of t is needed.
Comparing to the 1/t WL method, the only disadvantage we find for the new method is 
